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SPECTRALLY-SELECTIVE CLEAR SOLAR PROTECTION

PREMIUM NANO CERAMIC SOLAR PROTECTION

DUAL REFLECTIVE, NON-SPUTTERED FILMS

DUAL REFLECTIVE, NON-FADING FILMS

NEUTRAL, NON-FADING SPUTTERED FILMS

COPPER, NON-FADING SPUTTERED FILMS

SILVER, NON-FADING METALLIZED FILMS
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RESIDENTIAL,
COMMERCIAL
SECURIT Y FILMS

Ideal for stores, buildings and homeowners seeking maximum heat rejection while
keeping the sun’s light. Spectrally selective, Sunlight 70 is a clear alternative to dark
reflective films. Optimized to reject IR across the entire spectrum, SUN70 delivers a
rapid return-on-investment. The consummate choice for savvy consumers seeking
luxury, performance, and dollar value.
For those who want the performance, durability and clarity of nano-ceramic film we
have the Palisade series of films. Blends high visible light transmission, low reflectivity
and superior heat rejection. Intended for discerning customers who want quality
without compromise.
The perfect balance of privacy, low interior reflectivity and high heat rejection makes
NightScape the popular choice of homeowners and commercial property managers.
NightScape delivers superior night vision views, great color and UV protection.
The solar stopping power of an all metal reflective film combined with the benefits
provided by dual reflective films. With some of the highest heat rejections in the
industry, ScenicView is the film of choice when you want to protect your home,
office or business from the ravages of the sun. Comfort, performance and beauty ScenicView. Also available in an Exterior version.
Low reflectivity with a soft, neutral color that blends in well with any interior décor.
These films improve and enhance your views to beautify your home, office or store.
A solid performer, the DaylightNatural Series offers high heat rejection, durability
and good looks – it’s one of our most popular solar control films. DaylightNatural is
also available in an Exterior version.
Sunset Bronze films deliver exceptional solar protection with a warm, copper hue to
enhance the appearance of a home as well as commercial buildings. These classic
long-life metalized films are highly durable and very safe for dual pane windows.
The best choice for both commercial and residential customers looking for the
maximum bang-for-the-buck when it comes to reducing heat and glare. Delivers
extremely high heat rejection, privacy and glare reduction without sacrificing
performance or quality. Solar Silver is also available in an Exterior version.
MBL (Blue), MGN (Green) & MGD (Gold)
Our designer series offers striking reflective bright colors in blue, green or gold to
transform and renew any building’s facade.
UV Clear—The ultimate in covert UV protection that won’t change the look of your glass.

SPECIAL APPLICATION FILMS

White Frost*—A semi-transparent decorative film designed for privacy, interior design
and light diffusion applications.
Blackout—Opaque black film with an industry leading hard-coat for increased durability.
* White Frost does not have a recommendation from The Skin Cancer Foundation.

SAFETY & SECURITY FILMS

CLEAR ANTI-GRAFFITI FILMS

Our Trident series offers you a broad choice of protection levels to safeguard glass
from threats ranging from severe environmental disasters to forced entry to terrorist
acts. Available in clear and selected tinted versions.
Designed to combat the ever growing vandalism problem. This clear, “peel and
replace” sacrificial film comes in two thicknesses to suit a variety of protective needs
(4 mil and 6 mil.) Defendor is tough enough to prevent window damage from acid
etching, scratching and painting.
All Johnson Window Films are protected by CST™ Scratch Resistant Hardcoat. Solar control films
on clear glass reject 99%* or more of harmful UV rays.
The Skin Cancer Foundation recommends this product as an effective UV protectant.

Manufactured by Johnson Laminating & Coating, Inc.
Carson, California USA

800.448.8468 | www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

(see reverse side for automotive films)
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